
The National Energy Board is preparing for hearings on the
proposed Trans Mountain oil pipeline expansion.

Kinder Morgan has received approval for its proposed tariff,
has signed up enough shippers to justify building the parallel
pipeline, and has submitted a project description to the National
Energy Board (NEB). However, the company has not yet made
a formal application to the NEB for the Certificate which will
permit operation; this application is currently anticipated later
this fall.

In anticipation of Hearings on this application, the NEB has
published a ‘List of Issues’
which the Panel (yet to be
appointed) will consider.

The list includes the need
for and impacts of the
construction and operation
of the pipeline expansion
and the expected marine
shipping which will result. It
puts considerable emphasis
on safety, the prevention of
accidents and spills, and
contingency planning for
spills on land and from
shipping.

The NEB emphasizes
that it does not intend to
consider the environmental
and socio-economic effects
of ‘upstream activities’,
including the oil sands, or
the ‘downstream’ effects of
the use of the oil transported
by the pipeline.

NEB appears determined
to avoid debate about the oil
sands and bitumen
extraction during the
hearings, but to focus
submissions on the pipeline
itself and its operation and management. Similarly, the NEB has

made it clear that the panel is not expected to hear presentations
on the eventual combustion of the oil shipped through the
pipeline, and the resultant effects on the atmosphere. It appears
that the wide-ranging debate of the Northern Gateway Project
Hearing will not be repeated.

Some Hearing Topics
However, it does expect presentations on the suitability of the
chosen route. It has been generally assumed that the route for
the new, larger pipeline will follow the existing Trans Mountain
line, built in 1953. However, since that time, urban development

has encroached upon the right-of-
way in a number of locations,
possibly necessitating rerouting it.

Outside urban areas, the
existing pipeline follows highways
and railways, bringing it close to
rivers in the Fraser River
watershed. In addition, it plunges
3,000 feet from the Coquihalla
Summit to Hope, including the
steep ‘jump-off’ into the
Coquihalla Canyon, where heroic
measures were necessary during
the construction of the original
line. Regulations and standards
governing pipeline materials and
construction were, of course, less
strict then than now.

It is also significant that the
panel expects to hear
presentations on the tanker traffic
that will result from the increased
pipeline capacity. Their prime
safety concerns relate to not only
preventing accidents and oil spills,
but also the cleanup and
mitigation of spills, both on the
Canadian and US sides of the route
to the open sea. 

Besides marine hazards on the
route to and from the Westridge Terminal, such as First and
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Trans Mountain hearings getting underway- Patrick Brown

The Complete NEB List
1. The need for the proposed project.
2. The economic feasibility of the proposed project.
3. The potential commercial impacts of the proposal.
4. The potential environmental and socio-economic
effects of the proposed project, including any cumulative
environmental effects that are likely to result from the
project, including those required to be considered by the
NEB’s Filing Manual.
5. The potential environmental and socio-economic
effects of marine shipping activities that would result from
the proposed Project, including the potential effects of
accidents or malfunctions that may occur.
6. The appropriateness of the general route and land
requirements for the proposed project.
7. The suitability of the design of the proposed project.
8. The terms and conditions to be included in any
approval the Board may issue.
9. Potential impacts of the project on Aboriginal interests.
10.Potential impacts of the project on landowners and
land use.
11. Contingency planning for spills, accidents or
malfunctions, during construction and operation of the
project.
12. Safety and security during construction of the
proposed project and operation of the project, including
emergency response planning and third-party damage
prevention.
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Second Narrows, and the entire route through Vancouver
Harbour and the Gulf Islands to the Strait of Juan de Fuca,
Kinder Morgan must deal with the concerns of Burnaby and the
City of Vancouver. 

Applying To Be Heard & To Be Funded
The NEB warns that individuals wishing to be make
presentations at the hearings must apply in advance. The Board
says that it is too early to apply now, but that it will make
participation information public once it has been established.

Once Kinder Morgan’s application has been received, the
NEB will issue a Hearing Order with detailed information about

the hearing.
The NEB has a Participant Funding Program to help ‘directly

affected persons’ to comment on the proposals. Applicants, who
must be directly affected or have relevant expertise, may be
assisted by NEB in preparing for or participating in the process. 

The NEB will accept applications for funding, starting now,
but financial assistance will only be awarded for activities that
take place after the application has been approved. 

Interested persons should contact the NEB, through its
website (Email PFP.PAFP@neb.one.gc.ca) or contact Heather
Dodds at 403-299-3130. 0
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